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So, you want to learn Craps, eh?

Craps is one of the most riveting games to play in the casino. It has been 
played from the battlefields of the Crusades, to the swamps of New Orleans; 
from the combat zones of World War II, to the brightly-lit casinos of Vegas. 

Cries of joy and bellows of laughter can often be heard from the Craps 
table, where luck, chance and the roll of the dice determine who wins and 
who loses. If you’ve often found yourself on the sidelines, dying to jump in – 
but just haven’t had the guts, then this bare and naked guide for the under-
initiated and overwhelmed aspiring Crapster will give you the oomph you 
need to jump right on in.

Craps – the game of showmen and risk takers

The Craps player is an adrenalin junkie, who likes to win with an audience 
watching. It is the game of choice for showmen and attention seekers, filled 
with camaraderie and good wishes – but it is also the game of risk takers.

To the outsider, the cache of colours, cluster of boxes and palette of 
numbers splayed across the table, combined with the mercurial pace of 
the game, can be very intimidating. But if you begin to think of the Craps 
table as merely representing a series of different bets, it becomes easier to 
understand how this seemingly complicated game works. Basically, players 
are betting on which number will be rolled on the dice – and the table 
represents which of those combinations players are betting on. 

While the game is largely based on chance, players still have the opportunity 
to weigh up their risks against a number of statistics, and employ strategies 
that give them the statistical advantage. 

Sometimes, a round of Craps can take up to a number of rolls of the dice to 
conclude. Despite this, there are a variety of different bets to be made, and 
the game rarely becomes tedious. Players can bet on individual dice rolls, 
and can make bets that last a number of rolls of the dice.

It is one of the only casino games around that allows players to take physical 
control of the dice, and hence be responsible for the outcome of the game. 
Dealers are there to regulate the game but do not have any influence on 
the game at all, and players’ actions determine who wins and who loses.
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A brief history of Craps

Much of the Craps legend lies in war and battle. Although its history is rather 
dispersed and uncertain, the game is one of the most popular gambling 
games around. It has been portrayed as a game for high rollers and down-
on-their-luck bettors in many Hollywood films, and had maintained its 
popularity in casinos through the ages. 

Craps is the descendant of the Old English game, Hazard. The game dates 
back to the Crusades, where it is said to have been a favorite pastime of 
knights while they were in-between battles and laying siege to castles. 
Father of English literature Geoffrey Chaucer even mentions the game 
in The Canterbury Tales, and it was very popular amongst the English 
aristocracy. 

Craps became popular as a street game, and was soon taken up by the 
French. They were said to bring the contemporary version of the game to 
New Orleans. The name ‘Craps’ allegedly comes from the French word 
‘crapaud’, meaning toad – a reference to the crouched position players 
take when playing street Craps – an informal version of the game. Another 
theory purports that ‘Craps’ is an adaptation of the word ‘crabs’ – the name 
given to a player that rolls a two in the game. 

Craps was also a popular game during World War II, where soldiers played 
street-style Craps to pass the time.

The tools – all you need to get Crapping 

Now that we’ve touched on the impressive history of Craps, let’s get right 
into what ingredients are needed to make a great game of Craps.

The table 

There is a constant buzz of activity around the Craps table. At times four 
casino officials will be present, controlling the chips, dice, markers and 
players shrouding the Craps table. Understanding why everyone and 
everything is where it is will help you understand the game. 

The Craps table in casinos is usually made of felt, and displays a series of 
markings that signify different betting options. Bets are made by placing 
chips on the relevant positions on the table. 

A glance at the Craps table will reveal a collision of colors, numbers and 
bets. The words ‘Pass Line’, ‘Come’, ‘Don’t Pass Bar’, and ‘Don’t Come Bar’ 

James Bond plays 
Craps in Diamonds 
are Forever
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may come to your attention. These represent some of the easiest bets to 
make. Once you understand these bets, the rest of the game will be very 
easy to master. 

Craps tables can be double- or single-sided. If they are double-sided, 
layouts on either side of the table will be identical, and ‘centre’ bets will be 
located in the middle of the table. 

The Craps crew

There are often four casino officials present at the Craps table. The 
boxman supervises the dealers, guards the chips, handles chip exchanges 
and oversees the game. Two base dealers, placed on either side of the 
boxman, collect and pay bets. The stickman stands opposite the boxman 
and controls the flow and tempo of the game. The stickman announces 
the results of rolls, collects the dice with a long wooden stick and controls 
center table bets. When the table is quieter, only one or two employees 
will man it.

The shooter is the player controlling the dice. He holds onto the dice until 
he rolls a seven, in which case a new player has the opportunity to become 
the shooter. 

The tools

The on/off marker is used to show which point (a term we will explain soon) 
has been rolled by the shooter, and whether or not the game is in play. The 
marker will be flipped to the white ‘on’ side and placed on the point when 
the point has been made. The marker will be flipped to the black ‘off’ side 
when the point or game is not in play. 

The stick, which is controlled by the stickman, is used to collect, control, 
and hand out the dice.

The dice are the main element controlling the game. They are handled 
only by the stickman and the person rolling the dice. You will be able to 
choose your two die from a few dice offered to you by the stickman.

Craps basics

Once you grasp the basic Craps bets and methods of play, you’ll realize 
that playing Craps is as simple as understanding which wagers are best for 
you to bet, and when it is best for you to place them. So buckle up, and 
pay attention! 

Did you know? 
Craps legend says 
that female virgin 
shooters (those that 
have never played 
Craps before) are 
good luck for the 
game, while male 
virgin shooters bring 
bad luck to the table.
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A round of Craps will start with the shooter’s roll of the dice – which he will 
throw and bounce off the back wall of the table. The outcome of the first 
roll – also known as the ‘come-out roll’ – will determine the objective of the 
game ahead. Players will know this is a come-out roll, as the circular on/
off marker will say ‘off’. The shooter will usually bet on the Pass Line in the 
come-out roll. Other players participating in the game can also bet on the 
shooter’s throws. 

We’ll start unpacking the rules of the game by explaining the basic rules 
of the Pass Line bet. It is the most fundamental of all bets and is played by 
most players. If you understand only one bet in Craps, let it be this one. 

The Pass and Don’t Pass lines

The Pass Line – betting the ‘right’ way
When betting on the Pass Line, players place the chips on the section 
marked ‘Pass Line’ on the table. This bet is a series bet, which means the 
shooter may need to roll the dice many times before the bet wins or loses. 
Pass Line bettors are known as ‘right’ bettors.

If the shooter rolls a seven or 11 – known as naturals – on the first roll, then 
all those who bet on the Pass Line, including the shooter, win even money 
(paying 1:1). If the shooter rolls a two, three or 12 – also known as craps – all 
those betting on the Pass Line lose. 

The game reaches its next level if the shooter rolls a four, five, six, eight, 
nine, or ten. If the shooter rolls one of these numbers, that number will be 
established as the ‘point’. The dealer flips the circular on/off marker and 
places it on that number to indicate that the point has been established. 

After a point has been established, the round will end either when the 
point number is rolled again, or when the shooter rolls a seven. 

Basically, the shooter’s objective is to roll the point number again before he 
rolls a seven, in which case the shooter and those betting on the Pass Line 
bets will win.

Should the shooter roll a seven, he and all Pass Line bettors will lose. This 
is known as ‘sevening out’. 

When the round ends, another player will become the new shooter. 

The rolls between the come-out roll and rolling a seven provide much room 
for other betting to take place.

Remember! 
The only way for you 
to lose your bet on 
the Pass Line after 
the point number is 
established is if the 
shooter rolls a 7.
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The Don’t Pass Line – Playing on the ‘dark’ side
The Don’t Pass Line bet is easiest to understand as being opposite to the 
Pass Line bet. Players make a Don’t Pass Line bet by placing their chips on 
the Don’t Pass Line. 

If the shooter rolls two, three or 12 on the come-out roll, then Don’t Pass 
betters win. In some casinos, a 12 will tie (this depends on the casino— in 
some casinos a 12 will win and a 2 will draw). If seven or 11 are rolled, the 
Don’t Pass Line bet loses.

A person betting on the Don’t Pass Line is known as a ‘wrong’ bettor, or can 
be said to be playing ‘on the dark side’ because they are betting against 
the shooter. Some people are uncomfortable with players betting on the 
dark side, as Don’t Pass Line bets are blatantly rooting for the shooter’s 
failure. 

Once the point has been established, the Don’t Pass Line bet will win if the 
shooter rolls a seven. The Don’t Pass Line bet loses if the shooter rolls the 
point number again before rolling the seven. 

This means that the Don’t Pass Line bet is actually in favor to win on a point 
round (as seven is the most likely roll, with a one in six chance of being 
rolled), and all point bets have a higher house edge. But most bettors stick 
to the Pass Line bets because there is more of a sense of camaraderie 
in favoring the shooter. The Don’t Pass Line bet goes against convention 
and antagonizes the shooter. This is not to say that players cannot win big 
money on the Don’t Pass Line. 

Taking the odds

Are you with us so far? It’s a lot to take in – but we know you’re getting it.
After the point is established, players have the opportunity to place an 
extra bet on the point. This bet pays out if the point is thrown before a 
seven is thrown. Because seven is statistically the most likely roll when using 
two dice, placing an extra wager on the point is known as ‘taking the odds’. 

Players indicate that they are taking the odds by placing their bets behind 
the Pass Line. 

This bet usually needs to be a multiple of your Pass Line bet (usually 
between three and five times), because the house has no edge on this 
wager, and it makes it easier to work out winnings. Odds bets are generally 
paid at true odds. 

A win on taking the odds pays true odds – which doesn’t happen with many 
wagers. So a win on the odds will be juicier than most other wins. 

This means:
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- 2 : 1 if four or ten is the point
- 3 : 2 if five or nine is the point
- 6 : 5 if six or eight is the point

Laying the odds

If you want to bet that the seven will be rolled before the shooter rolls the 
point number again, you have the option to ‘lay the odds’. Laying the odds 
is the opposite of taking the odds. Players playing the Don’t Pass Line can 
lay the odds. 

In both odds bets, the odds are statistically fair, with no house edge. This 
means:

- laying the odds against a four or ten pays 1 : 2;
- against five or nine pays 2 : 3;
- against a six or eight pays 5 : 6. 

As with taking the odds, your laying-the-odds bet must be a multiple of 
your Don’t Pass bet. You lay the odds by placing chips behind the Don’t 
Pass Line.

Take a look at this handy dice probability chart

The Come and Don’t Come Bets

Now that you understand the basics of the Pass and Don’t Pass Line bets, 
you are already in line to becoming a Craps genius. Just a few more tips 
and you’ll be right there. The Come and Don’t Come bets are rooted in the 
same principles as the Pass and Don’t Pass Line bets. 

Note: 
Odds bets on the 
point or on taking the 
odds remain until the 
end of a round. They 
are series bets and 
therefore stay until 
either the number or 
a seven is rolled.
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The Come bet
The Come bet is similar to the Pass Line bet. The only difference is that 
it cannot be made on the come-out roll (the first roll of a round). You can 
place a Come bet anytime after the come-out roll. To make a Come bet, 
place chips on the area on the table marked ‘Come’.

The following roll after the first roll will act as a come-out roll for purposes of 
the Come bet. Remember that the Pass Line bet is made before the come-
out roll. Come wagers can only be made after a point has been established 
– as this is the only time a round would continue after the come-out roll.

You win on the Come bet when a shooter rolls a seven or 11. If the player 
rolls a two, three or 12, the Come bet loses. If the shooter rolls a four, five, 
six, eight, nine or ten, then a new ‘point’ that is unique to the player/s 
betting on the Come bet is established. 

To indicate this new point, the player’s chips will be moved from the Come 
bet area to the top of the new point number’s box to indicate that the 
new unique point has been established. If this point is rolled again, the 
Come bettor wins. If the shooter rolls a seven after the Come bet point is 
established, the Come bet loses, as does the Pass Line bet.

Tip: The Come bet acts as insurance against sevening out. If you have bet 
on the Pass Line and the shooter rolls a seven after the come-out roll, the 
Come bet will pay you 1:1.

The Don’t Come bet
The Don’t Come bet is similar to the Don’t Pass bet, and is the opposite of 
the Come bet. With the Don’t Come bet, you are betting that the seven will 
come up before the point. 

The Don’t Come bet wins if the shooter throws a two or three and loses 
when the dice lands on seven or 11. If a 12 is rolled, it is a tie (this is to 
reverse the natural house advantage: because the Don’t Come bet puts 
the player in the position of the house, it would otherwise favor the player).

If the shooter throws a four, five, six, eight, nine, or ten, the chips will move 
from the Don’t Come line to the top of the box of whichever number was 
thrown, as this number becomes a new point number specific to the Don’t 
Come and Come bettors. If this happens, the goal is to have the shooter 
throw a seven before the point number.

Different types of bets

As there is a lot that can happen between the shooter establishing a point

Note: 
All Pass Line bets and 
points remain in play 
despite the new point 
being established. 
This point is unique to 
the Come bet.

Tip: 
As with the Pass Line 
bets, you may take a 
wager on the odds of 
the Come bet. Players 
may also lay odds on 
the Don’t Come bet. 
Players can request 
these odds bets from 
the dealer. Odds bets 
are like an extension 
of your Pass / Don’t 
Pass or Come / Don’t 
Come bets. 
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and actually rolling a seven or the point number again, there are many 
opportunities for winning on the other numbers rolled by the shooter. Now 
that you understand the basics of Craps, it’s time to learn about a few more 
bets that are very easy to make. There are two types of bets: single-roll and 
multiple-roll bets.

Single-roll bets
Single-roll bets are relevant for one roll only. They are located at the centre 
of the table. 

All single roll bets rely on the outcome of the next dice roll. These pay 
higher odds as they are more risky for the player. They are sometimes 
known as proposition bets. These win on one-roll wonders, and it can be 
difficult to win on these consistently. Players can, however, find themselves 
on a hot-roll for these bets. 

Field bets
The Field bet is a one-time wager that one of the numbers two, three, four, 
nine, ten, 11, or 12 will appear on the next roll of the dice. The Field area on 
the table is marked with these seven numbers and the word ‘Field’. To bet 
on the Field bet, place your chips on the block marked ‘Field’ on the table. 

The Field bet is a popular bet because there are many different ways to 
win, and it can earn a quick profit. If the shooter throws a five, six, seven or 
eight you automatically lose your bet. The Field bet still has a high house 
advantage at 5.56%, though.

The Service bets
There are many more quick and easy bets to make on the Craps table. 
Single roll bets, of which there are many, are great for those quick whims 
that come and go – as they do – when playing Craps. They are also known 
as service bets, and are found at the centre of the table.

Bet Description
Snake Eyes Wins if shooter rolls a two
Ace-Deuce Wins if the shooter rolls a three
Yo Wins on an 11
Any Craps / Three-Way Wins if the shooter rolls two, three or 

12
Boxcars, Midnight, or Cornrows Wins if the shooter rolls a 12
Hi-Lo Wins if shooter rolls a two or 12. This 

bet is placed on the line dividing two 
and 12

Tip: 
On most tables, single-
roll bets are marked in 
one color (usually red), 
and multi-roll bets are 
displayed in a different 
uniform color (usually 
yellow). 

Odds: 
This bet usually 
fetches 2:1 or 3:1 if a 
two or 12 are rolled. If 
three, four, nine, ten 
or 11 are rolled, the 
bet pays 1:1. 
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C & E A combined bet: the player bets half 
their bet on craps and the other half 
on yo (11). One of the two bets will 
always lose, the other may win.

Any Seven Wins if the shooter rolls a 7. This bet 
is also nicknamed Big Red, since the 
seven on its betting space on the 
layout is usually large and red.

The Horn This is a bet that allows players to 
bet on one unit each for two, three, 
11 and 12 simultaneously for one roll. 
The bet is four separate bets, and 
pays specifically for the number that is 
rolled, minus three units for the other 
three losing bets.

Whirl or World This is a five-unit bet that is a 
combination of a horn and any-seven 
bet.

On the Hop This is a single roll bet on any 
particular combination of the two dice 
on the next roll. Players may bet what 
the exact numbers to be rolled on 
each die will be. Players can bet, for 
example, that the next roll will have 
a four on one die and a two on the 
other die. The bet usually pays 15:1. 
Doubles pay 30:1. Hop bets can be 
found in boxes in the middle of the 
table.

Multiple-Roll bets
Multiple-roll bets usually stand for a number of rolls, or until the bettor says 
they should no longer stand. There are many different bets that can stand 
until the number you are betting on is rolled, or until a round ends either 
with the shooter sevening out or rolling the point number again. 

Multiple-roll bets may therefore take up to a few rolls to win. They usually 
require a number of rolls to determine a win or loss. It is still possible to win 
in one roll, but they can stand for longer should the number not be rolled 
on the shooter’s first roll after the bet is placed. 

Come and Don’t Come bets are also multiple-roll bets, although they 
cannot be placed on the come-out roll, as some multiple-roll bets can. 

Place Bets / Buy Bets
In Craps, four, five, six, eight, nine, and ten are known as the Place numbers. 
Players can put bets on these numbers before the come-out roll in

Note: 
The house charges 
commission on these 
bets because the 
payout is paid at the 
correct odds. Some 
casinos only charge 
commission on 
winning bets
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addition to their Pass Line bets. Many players take this option as it gives 
them a number of ways in which they can win from the beginning of a 
round, without having to rely on the shooter’s point. To win a Place bet, the 
player’s number must be rolled before the shooter rolls a seven. 

Place bets are paid at odds slightly worse than true odds. 

The difference between a Place bet and Buy bet is that the Buy bet usually 
pays true odds, although a Buy bet requires a 5% commission. The Place 
bets and Buy bets are off on the come-out roll unless the player decides to 
have them on or working.

Lay bets
A Lay bet is the opposite of a Buy bet. Players on the dark side – or players 
betting on the ‘Don’t’ bets, often make these bets. By putting a Lay bet on 
a Place number, players are betting that the seven will be rolled before that 
particular number is rolled. Lay bets also pay true odds. A 5% commission 
is usually charged on Lay bets.

Hard Ways
This is a bet that the shooter will roll a double by rolling a four, six, eight, or 
ten the ‘hard way’. This means that the two die will show identical values, 
for example a two and a two to make four. 
The Hard six and eight usually pays 9:1, and the Hard four and ten pay 7:1.

Big Six and Big 8
This is a bet that the six or eight will be rolled before the seven. The six and 
eight have the best probability of showing besides the seven. This bet is 
usually presented in the corner behind the Pass Line. 

Craps Strategy

There are many different approaches that the Craps player can take to 
the game. Because the possibilities on the Craps table seem to be almost 
endless, we have a few suggestions that might help make the game a little 
easier for you.

Bet the Pass Line

Probably the most important and easiest bet you can make in Craps is to 
bet on the Pass Line. It gives you the best winning odds of all the other 
squares. The first roll of a Pass Line bet gives a  2:1 advantage to the player,

Hot Tip: 
The Place bet is a 
dealer-only made bet. 
This means you need 
to ask the dealer to 
place the bet for you. 
Any bet represented 
on the Craps table 
from the Come bet 
area and above is 
always made by the 
dealers, and bets 
below the Come bet 
area are made by the 
players. 

Tip: 
The Big Six and Eight 
pay off is 1:1 while the 
Place bet on the six 
and eight is 7:6, which 
is actually a much 
better deal.
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with eight possible wins and four possible losses. Under-initiated players 
should concentrate on the Pass Line until they become familiar with the 
game. As a beginner, you can also stick to the Don’t Pass bet. The house 
advantage on the Pass Line is only 1.41%. The Don’t Pass bet can also be a 
good choice, as the house edge on the Don’t Pass Line bet is only 1.36%. It 
follows then that the Come and Don’t Come bets are also a good option.

Take the odds

The odds bet is second to the come-out roll in terms of house advantage. 
The house has a 0% advantage on this bet, and it is always a good idea to 
take the odds. Laying odds is also a good bet, as the Don’t Pass bet and 
Laying odds bet usually have higher payouts.

The Safest Bet System 

One other betting strategy that you can try in Craps is the Safest Bet System. 
This easy system requires you to place a bet on the Don’t Pass Line on each 
come-out roll. On the roll following the come-out roll – when a point is 
established – wager the equal amount that you put on the Don’t Pass Line 
on the point. This ensures that you at least cover your wager to prevent any 
losses – that is, unless a seven or 11 are rolled in the come-out roll.

Low House Advantage

All bets have a house advantage. You can reduce your average losses by 
only placing wagers on bets with the smallest house advantage. The lowest 
house edges belong to the Pass and Don’t Pass bets, the Come and Don’t 
Come bets, the six and eight Place bets, and Buy bets on four and ten (in 
those cases where commission is only charged on a win).

It is easiest to make a profit on bets where the house advantage is low. 
Proposition bets do not carry great odds, as you are betting that a certain 
number will be thrown before any other. For example, proposition bets that 
a two or a 12 will be thrown on the next roll offer bad odds at 13.9%. 

True odds, payout odds and house edge

If you understand the odds on different bets, it is easier for you to find 
where the chances are highest of you winning. The chart below shows 
various payout statistics on true odds, payout odds and house edge. Keep 
this chart in mind when placing your bets throughout the game. Note that 
these payout odds in the chart listed below are not the same in every casino

Tip: 
It is important to 
remember that in 
most games with two 
dice, your chances 
of rolling seven are 
greater than rolling 
any other number. 
This is a key point 
to take into account 
when playing Craps, 
and it underlies most 
Craps strategy. 
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or on all Craps tables, but they will give you the general idea.

Bet True Odds Payout Odds House Edge
Pass Line 251 to 244 1 to 1 1.41%
Come 251 to 244 1 to 1 1.41%
Don’t Pass 1031 to 949 1 to 1 1.36%
Don’t Come (Bar 12) 1031 to 949 1 to 1 1.36%
Pass / Come 2 to 1 on 4 or 10

3 to 2 on 5 or 9
6 to 5 on 6 or 8

2 to 1 on 4 or 10
3 to 2 on 5 or 9
6 to 5 on 6 or 8

0%

Don’t Pass / Don’t 
Come

1 to 2 on 4 or 10
2 to 3 on 5 or 9
5 to 6 on 6 or 8

1 to 2 on 4 or 10
2 to 3 on 5 or 9
5 to 6 on 6 or 8

0%

7 Out 5 to 1 4 to 1 16.67%
Yo 11 17 to 1 15 to 1 11.11%
3 17 to 1 15 to 1 11.11%
2 Snake Eyes 35 to 1 30 to 1 13.89%
12 Box Cars 35 to 1 30 to 1 13.89%
Hi-Lo 17 to 1 15 to 1 11.11%
Craps 8 to 1 7 to 1 11.11%
C and E 5 to 1 3 to 1 with craps 11.11%
Field 5 to 4 7 to 1 with 11 5.56%
Horn 5 to 1 1 to 1 with 3, 4, 

9, 10 or 11
12.50%

Hard Way four or 10 8 to 1 2 to 1 on 2 or 12 11.11%
Hard Way six or 8 10 to 1 27 to 4 with 2 or 

12
9.09%

Big six or 8 6 to 5 3 to 1 with 3 or 
11

9.09%

Place four or 10 2 to 1 7 to 1 6.67%
Place five or 9 3 to 2 9 to 1 4.00%
Place six or 8 6 to 5 1 to 1 1.52%
Buy four or 10 2 to 1 9 to 5 4.76%
Buy five or 9 3 to 2 7 to 5 4.76%
Buy six or 8 6 to 5 7 to 6 4.76%
Lay four or 10 1 to 2 2 to 1 plus 

commission (5%)
2.44%

Lay five or 9 2 to 3 3 to 2 plus 
commission (5%)

3.23%

Lay six or 8 5 to 6 6 to 5 plus 
commission (5%)

4.00%
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Craps etiquette

As with many Casino games, there are a few dos and don’ts to be aware 
of at the Craps table. Follow these basic tips to ensure you are always 
ahead of your game, and that you can ensure you contribute to a positive 
environment around the Craps table:

• Never mention the number ‘seven’ at the table. It is considered bad 
   luck. 
• Never dangle your hands over the railing while a shooter is throwing.
   It is a no-no to get your hand in the way of the dice. 
• Don’t touch, or talk to, a shooter in the middle of a roll. It is considered 
   bad luck to distract a shooter while they are in control of the dice, as 
   this may break their focus and mindset. Some players believe talking 
   to a shooter will cause him to seven out. 
• Shooters should make sure that they throw the dice far enough to 
   bounce off the back wall of the Craps table. 
• If you accidentally toss the dice off the table, you must keep the same 
   dice, and call out ‘same dice’.
• Some players also have rituals before the game that are said to 
   welcome Lady Luck, such as blowing on the dice. Whether it be 
   blowing on the dice, twirling around in a circle, or asking  your lucky 
   charm to roll the dice for you, make sure that your rituals do not 
   disrupt or slow the game too much.
• Shooters should handle the dice with only one hand. This is a rule in 
   place to prevent players from cheating by switching the dice.
• It is always a good idea to tip the dealer when you leave the table. 
   Drop your chip tip on the table and announce that it is ‘for the house’ 
   when you leave.

Playing Craps online

While you may miss the camaraderie and action of the Casino Craps table 
when playing Craps online, it does have its advantages. For example, other 
players cannot scrutinize your every move based on their own superstitions, 
and there is no-one to frown on you for playing on the ‘dark side’.

There are many different types of Craps games to play online – ranging 
from the most basic that offer you a chance to hone your skills in a simple 
setting, to those that offer you the maximum number of betting options. 
Most online renditions offer realistic table settings and unbiased throws. 

Online Craps also gives you the chance to play against the house on your 
own, and so you won’t have to worry too much about bad etiquette – 
although this etiquette is something every aspiring Craps player should

Did you know? 
Throwing a penny 
under the Craps table 
is said to bring good 
luck.

Did you know? 
Frank Sinatra’s song 
‘Luck be a lady 
tonight’ features the 
lyrics ‘A lady doesn’t 
wander all over the 
room and blow on 
some other guys 
dice’ in reference to 
the superstition that 
having a partner blow 
on dice brings Craps 
players good luck.
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learn. Online Craps is fast, efficient, and in some cases even offers you a 
better edge on certain bets. The online Craps table also allows you the 
chance to try out new betting strategies without the disapproval of other 
players. 

Because online dice rolls are automated, the casino cannot scrutinize your 
betting patterns and you are free to bet as you wish. Online Craps allows 
you the ability to bet anything that you want to, without feeling too stingy 
or flamboyant. 

So, why not test the waters, and get Crapping online?

Become a Craps master

Did you know? 
In 2009, New Jersey 
granny Patricia 
Demauro beat the 
odds – one in 1.56 
trillion to be exact – 
by rolling the Craps 
dice 154 times before 
sevening out. Her 
round at Atlantic City’s 
Borgata Hotel Casino 
and Spa lasted four 
hours and 18 minutes 
– breaking the world 
record for the longest 
Craps roll.

While Craps can seem overwhelming 
to the first-time player, once you 
understand the basics behind Craps 
betting, the rest becomes a breeze. As 
you now know, Craps is just a game that 
focuses on placing different bets based 
on what odds on the dice throws work 
best at different stages of the game. So 
if you understand the different types of 
bets, and if you understand the odds 
behind the different rolls of the dice, 
then you are indeed an initiated Craps 
player. 

Welcome to the club!
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Craps Glossary

Aces: Betting that the next roll will be a two. It is also called Snake Eyes.

Any craps: A type of bet where the player wagers for craps on the next roll. 
A craps is a roll of a two, three, or 12.

Any Seven: A bet that the next roll will be seven.

Big Red: A straight-up bet that a seven will be thrown on the next roll.

Big six - Big eight: A wager that a six or eight will be rolled before a seven. 

Bones: Another name for dice.

Boxcars: A roll of 12, made up of two sixes.

Boxman: The table supervisor who oversees dealers, guards the chips and 
oversees the game.

Cold Dice / Table: Expression used to describe the table when no one is 
making their point.

Come bet: A bet made after the point is established. Similar to the Pass 
Line bet.

Come-out roll: The first roll of the dice in a round, usually to establish the 
point. 

Craps Numbers: The numbers two,3 and 12.

Don’t Come bet: A bet made after the point has been established, similar 
to the Don’t Pass Line bet. 

Don’t Pass Line bet: A bet that the shooter will not make his point, opposite 
of the Pass Line bet.

Easy Way: A dice roll of four, six, eight, ten, with each die being different 
from the other. 

Hard Way: A bet on four, six, eight, or ten that wins only if the dice roll as 
pairs; 2-2, 3-3, 4-4, 5-5.

Hi-Lo: A one roll bet on two and 12 .

Hi-Lo-Yo: A one roll bet on 12, two and 11.
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Horn bet: A bet made in a multiple of four, that the next roll will be two, 
three, 11, or 12, with one unit on each of the numbers.

Horn High bet: A bet made in multiples of five that is split into five parts, 
with one unit on three of the horn numbers, and two units on the ‘high’ 
number (number 12). 

Hot Dice / Table: When players are winning or a player is rolling a lot of 
numbers.

Lay bet : A bet that a seven will be rolled before the number you are 
placing (4,5,6,8,9, or 10) comes up.

Lay odds: Additional odds bet against the dice made after a point is 
established.

Little Joe: Slang for a pair of twos, or a Hard Four.

Marker: The plastic disk used to mark the point. One side is printed ‘on’ 
and the other ‘off’.

Midnight: Slang for a bet on 12.

Natural: A seven or 11 thrown on the come-out roll of a winning bet.

Odds bet: An additional wager made in addition to the Pass Line bet.

Off: What you say to indicate that certain single bets are not active on the 
next dice roll.

On: This means that your bets are working.

Pass Line bet: A wager made on the come-out roll in which you are betting 
that the shooter will make the point.

Place bet: A bet that a particular number (four, five, six, eight, nine, or 10) 
will be rolled before a seven is rolled.

Point: The number established by the come-out roll. Only Place numbers 
(4,5,6,8,9,10) can become the point.

Proposition bet: A wager on one of the bets in the center of the layout.

Right bettor: A player with Pass Line bet.

Seven Out: Expression when a shooter rolls a seven before making their 
point thus losing the Pass Line bet.
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Shooter: The player rolling the dice.

Snake Eyes: Slang for the number two. Also called Aces.

Stickman: The dealer with the stick that pushed the dice to the shooter 
and calls the rolls.

Three-Way Craps: A bet made in units of three with one unit on two, one 
unit on three, and one unit on 12.

Two-Way: Player betting one roll wager for himself AND the dealers.

Wrong bettor: A player betting against the shooter, either on the Pass 
Line or by making a Don’t Come bet.

Yo or Yo-leven: The word used for rolling an eleven so as not to confuse it 
with ‘seven.’
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Recommended Resources

Sam Grafstein, Craps: To play like a pro, 
learn from a pro,  
ISBN: 978-0896506749

John Patrick, John Patrick’s advanced craps: 
The sophisticated player’s guide to winning,  
ISBN: 978-0818405778

Frank Scoblete, Beat the craps out of the 
casino: How to play and win,  
ISBN: 978-1566252133

J. Edward Allen, Winning craps for the 
serious player,  
ISBN: 978-1580420549
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